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Abstract—Social distancing can reduce the infection rates in
respiratory pandemics such as COVID-19. Traffic intersections
are particularly suitable for monitoring and evaluation of social distancing behavior in metropolises. Hence, in this paper,
we propose and evaluate a real-time privacy-preserving social
distancing analysis system (B-SDA), which uses bird’s-eye view
video recordings of pedestrians who cross traffic intersections.
We devise algorithms for video pre-processing, object detection,
and tracking which are rooted in the known computer-vision and
deep learning techniques, but modified to address the problem
of detecting very small objects/pedestrians captured by a highly
elevated camera. We propose a method for incorporating pedestrian grouping for detection of social distancing violations, which
achieves 0.92 F1 score. B-SDA is used to compare pedestrian
behavior in pre-pandemic and during-pandemic videos in uptown
Manhattan, showing that the social distancing violation rate of
15.6% during the pandemic is notably lower than 31.4% prepandemic baseline.
Keywords—Social distancing, Object detection, Smart city,
Testbeds

I. I NTRODUCTION
Respiratory viruses such as COVID-19 are spread by individuals who are in close proximity to each other for a
given period of time. Per CDC policies, individuals should
maintain a social distance of at least 6 feet to suppress the
spread of the virus [1]–[3]. Streets and traffic intersections
are locations where social-distancing violations are prone to
occur. It is desirable to provide precise measurement of social
distancing in cities with a possible use case of providing data
to aid epidemiological research. Furthermore, it is important
to develop this technology with privacy preservation in mind.
Traffic intersections in metropolises are suitable for deployment of smart-city sensors, high-speed communications
and edge computing nodes, which allow to collect, process
and analyze high-bandwidth data such as videos used for
monitoring of social distancing behavior [4], [5]. The results
of this paper are based on the experiments performed on the
NSF PAWR COSMOS testbed deployed in New York City [6],
which contains sensor, communications and computing infrastructure which can specifically support privacy preserving
social distancing analysis.
In traffic intersections, it is common to deploy cameras
at low altitudes. This approach has several drawbacks: (i)
limited view of individual cameras, (ii) further-away objects
are occluded by closer objects, (iii) tracking of pedestrians is
challenging due to occlusions, and (iv) face and license plate
recognition can violate privacy.

Fig. 1. Left: View from a low-elevation camera; Right: bird’s-eye view from
a high-elevation camera.

These challenges can be addressed by using cameras installed at high elevations, which record bird’s-eye view videos
as in Fig. 1(right). To facilitate successful measurement of
social distancing using bird’s-eye camera recordings, two
preliminary steps are required: (i) Per-frame detection of
pedestrians within the scene [7]–[15], and (ii) Reliable tracking
of pedestrian trajectories across video frames [16]–[19]. The
size of pedestrians in bird’s-eye view videos is a function of
video resolution, and can be smaller than 30 × 30 pixels for
1080p recordings. Processing such small objects is a challenge
for conventional object-detection and tracking algorithms. For
this paper, we acquired a large dataset of bird’s-eye view
videos, and annotated it for detection of pedestrians. We
customized the object detection method YOLOv4 [15] and
the multiple object tracking method SORT [20], such that
they are able to provide a desirable inference speed and to
achieve promising detection and tracking performance for
social distancing applications.
A number of social distancing analysis prototypes have
been recently proposed [21]–[23] (see also Section II). They
are based on open-source datasets with low-altitude camera
views, leading to potential privacy violations. Most utilize only
the detection information to analyze social distancing, which
is insufficient for acquisition of statistics such as pedestrian
throughput at traffic intersections. When using only the distance between pedestrians to assess proximity violations, it
is impossible to discriminate between “safe social groups”
and random people in close proximity to each other. A “safe
social group” is defined as a collection of people assumed
to reside together, such as a family. Identifying “safe social
groups” requires group tracking, in order not to declare the
participating pedestrians as violators of social distancing.
Accordingly, in this paper, we propose and evaluate a bird’seye social distancing analysis (B-SDA) system. The main
contributions, as outlined in the following sections, are: (i)

Fig. 2. Pipeline for the B-SDA system: (i) collect raw videos from a bird’s-eye view camera; (ii) conduct calibration and background subtraction to alleviate
the effect of sub-optimal sensor quality; (iii) obtain pedestrian detection results; (iv) obtain pedestrian tracking information; (v) analyze pedestrian movement
behaviour with social distancing analysis algorithm.

design of a social distancing analysis system based on bird’seye view videos (Fig. 2), (ii) design of social group identity
validation algorithm, and (iii) comparison of social distancing
behavior before and during the COVID-19 pandemic, for a
major metropolis. Due to space constraints, some results were
omitted and can be found in [24].
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Object Detection
Object detection is a computer-vision technique for locating instances of objects in images or videos. Most state-ofthe-art object detectors are deep-learning based. Among the
prominent approaches, R-CNN [7], Fast R-CNN [8], Faster
R-CNN [9] and Mask R-CNN [10] use a two-stage structure
for object detection, which consists of region proposal stage
and classification stage. In contrast, SSD [11] and YOLO
methods [12]–[15] have a single-stage structure, achieving
higher inference speeds. As more capable deep-learning backbone networks are designed and better data augmentation
methods are devised, single-stage models evolve into many
variants. Improvements of YOLO [13]–[15] make it possible
to approach the detection accuracy comparable to R-CNN
without sacrificing YOLO’s inference speed in our traffic
scenario. Considering the speed-accuracy trade-off, we chose
YOLOv4 [15] as the baseline for object detection in this work.
B. Multiple Object Tracking
The task of Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) is partitioned
into locating multiple objects, maintaining their identities, and
obtaining individual trajectories given an input video [16].
SORT [20] is a tracking-by-detection algorithm whose aim
is to assign a common tracking ID for detections of the same
object in subsequent frames in a video. It performs imperfectly
when tracking through occlusions. DeepSORT [18] algorithm

replaces the association metric with a more informed one
which combines motion and appearance information by using
a convolutional neural network. Tracktor method [17] accomplishes multi-object tracking with the Faster R-CNN object
detector only, but it underperforms when objects are moving
rapidly or when the density of objects is high. Bird’s eye view
significantly reduces object occlusions in a scene, where visual
features for re-identification are less useful for improving the
tracking performance. We chose SORT [20] as the tracking
module due to its simplicity and fast inference.
C. Social Distancing Analysis
Key aspects of the visual social distancing problem have
been proposed in [25]. With the sudden outbreak of the
COVID pandemic, the proposals for social distancing surveillance have been rapidly emerging. Given the nature of the
social distancing problem, the primary task is to detect pedestrians and measure the distance between two individuals. In
early works, the solutions were based on object detection with
distance approximation [21], [23]. Mainstream object detection methods such as Faster R-CNN [9], Mask R-CNN [10],
YOLOv3 [14] and YOLOv4 [15] are widely used. To collect
more useful identity-related statistics, tracking-by-detection
MOT method has been added into the workflow by [26],
[27]. Considering the accuracy-speed tradeoff in tracking
algorithms, efficient methods like SORT and DeepSORT are
widely used for social distancing problems. Group information
for crowds is further added to reduce false positives caused by
naı̈vely chosen distance thresholds, and several methods for
group detection have been recently proposed [28]–[32]. Most
research contributions discussed above utilize street-level cameras that could violate pedestrian privacy [33]. On the other
hand, bird’s-eye view cameras, used in our research, provide
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an alternative approach which achieves privacy preservation
and provides a much larger surveillance area per camera.

roij is the location of that object, and idj
unique ID for that object.

D. Group Detection

C. Social distancing analysis
The social distancing analysis system continually receives
the tracking information S (t) for each frame. The system keeps
updating the tracking state S and extracts useful information
to create the state history T = {T (1) , T (2) , ..., T (t) }.
The estimation of real-world distances between objects is
simplified by the bird’s-eye video calibration. The distance
of six feet in our videos is represented by approximately 35
pixels based on our ground measurement.
Next we create an Euclidean distance matrix for all objects
in T (t) to find potential social distancing violation pairs L(t) =
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
{(bid11 , bid12 ), ..., (bidp1 , bidp2 )}, where {bidn1 , bidn2 } denotes the n-th violation object ID pairs of all p pairs.
To avoid over-counting the number of violations, we design
a cascade-condition filter to validate if a social distancing
violation pair is (incorrectly) indicated. The assumption is that
people belonging to the same ”safe social group” are going to
maintain the proxemic relationship while crossing the traffic
intersection. The proxemic relationship can be captured by
pedestrian trajectory information, which can be decomposed
into three components: velocity similarity, trajectory similarity
[42] and proxemic stability. The trajectory similarity is measured by the Euclidean distance between two pedestrians at
the same temporal location, as shown in (2). The first order
derivative of a trajectory can be used as the velocity estimator
P
T
i∈Xa Xb ∥(a, b)∥2
.
(2)
T
sim(a, b) =
|Xa Xb |
The estimation of object velocity depends heavily on the
correct localization of bounding boxes. Caused by imperfections of the object detection algorithm, oscillations in localization could seriously disturb the estimation of object velocities.
To remedy this, we calculate velocities with exponentially
weighted averages where velocities are recalculated based
on weighted previous and current velocities. To compare
the velocity similarity, both magnitude and direction need
to be evaluated. We use cosine distance (Dcos ) to measure
the similarity in vector direction. In order to combine the
magnitude similarity with the cosine distance measure, it needs
to be scaled. We use the magnitude similarity (DM ag ) in (3)
which is inspired by the formula discussed by Rima et al. [36].

Due to the inherent social nature of human behavior,
interactions typically happen between small subsets of people referred to as groups [34]. Hall proposed the proxemic
theory which defined distances between two people with
different intimacy levels in the North American culture [35].
Many researchers investigated measurement metrics for group
identification [34], [36]–[38]. Crowd understanding, or crowd
analysis, is a topic closely related to group detection [39], [40].
Previous group detection/analysis approaches are unsuitable
for our use case, which motivated us to design a new method.
III. D ESCRIPTION OF THE B-SDA S YSTEM
A. Data Pre-Processing
The use of highly elevated cameras results in small and
potentially blurry pedestrians. Videos with various lighting and
weather conditions additionally impact the accuracy of object
detection and tracking. To tackle these, we apply data preprocessing methods - Weighted-Mask Background Subtraction
(WMBS) and Video Calibration (VC). WMBS constructs the
background image from videos acquired by static cameras,
computed as the mean of all N frames [41]. The background
image with a weighted parameter α is subtracted from the
original frames, to calculate the enhanced image
Fb (Ir(t) )

=

Ir(t)

N
α X (k)
Ir ,
−
N

(1)

k=1
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where Ib = Fb (Ir ) represents the output image, Ir is t-th
frame in the original video, and α is the weight coefficient.
VC transforms bird’s-eye view videos into calibrated bird’seye videos perpendicular to the ground. It maps a trapezoidally
distorted traffic intersection scene into a rectangular one with
a uniform scale. Calibration is achieved by calculating the
(t)
homography matrix Mca that maps Ib in image coordinates
(t)
to Fc (Ib ) in real world coordinates. Center cropping is the
final stage in calibration, which removes unnecessary parts of
the original image to increase the per-pixel size of features.
The cropped image I (t) is the input for procedures that follow.
B. Detection and Tracking
Object detection provides object localization and classification information to a Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) algorithm in a tracking-by-detection scheme. The detector provides
(t) (t)
(t)
m(t) proposed bounding boxes D(t) = {d1 , d2 , ..., dm(t) }
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
from I (t) , and dj = (dclassj , bboxj , confj ) records the
class, location and confidence score of the j-th predicted box.
Once the MOT algorithm receives D(t) , an identity association is performed to get the tracking state S (t) =
(t) (t)
(t)
{s1 , s2 , ..., sm(t) } for all m(t) objects in the t-th frame.
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
sj = (classj , roij , idj ) denotes the state of the j-th
(t)
object in the t-th frame, classj is the class of that object,

DM ag =

indicates the

| ∥ v1 ∥ − ∥ v2 ∥ |
max (∥ v1 ∥, ∥ v2 ∥)

(3)

The overall velocity distance D(v1, v2) with weight parameter γ is described in (4). The ratio between the standard
deviation of distance and the trajectory similarity between
two violation candidates captures the stability of the proxemic relationship fstab . The function Trajectory Compare is
the ”OR” condition filter between trajectory similarity and
trajectory stability, which aims to be suitable for different
group scenarios in a traffic intersection.
D(v1, v2) = γ · Dcos + (1 − γ) · DM ag

(4)

Dataset
B-SDA train
B-SDA test

TABLE I
A NNOTATION S TATISTICS
Number of Frames Number of Objects
7.4k
49.7k
8.1k
203.2k

TABLE II
R ECORDING S CHEDULE AND C ORRESPONDING S TATISTICS D URING THE
PANDEMIC
Recording Schedule Number of Frames
09:00-09:05
137.7k
14:00-14:05
140.4k
17:30-17:35
148.5k
22:00-22:05
143.1k

TABLE III
G ROUP VALIDATION P ERFORMANCE
Traj. Comp. Vel. Comp.
Precision Recall
0.92
0.57
✓
0.90
0.99
✓
✓
0.86
0.96

TABLE IV
Q UANTITATIVE C OMPARISON ON THE B-SDA DATASET
WMBS

IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Data Acquisition
The training dataset is composed from two resources: (i)
Public dataset Visdrone2019 [43], and (ii) Traffic intersection
videos recorded in New York City, and annotated by our group
(B-SDA dataset). The videos were recorded by the Hikvision
(DS-2CD5585G0-IZHS) camera at the rate of 15 frames per
second with 1920 × 1080 resolution. The annotation statistics
are shown in Table I. For inference purposes, the videos were
recorded multiple times per day from June 2020 to Febuary
2021 (during the pandemic and before broad availability of
vaccines), with the recording schedule and corresponding
statistics shown in Table II.
B. Experimental Setup
To reach the detection accuracy appropriate for the proposed
social distancing analysis system, we altered the feature map
topology in YOLOv4 to adopt a shallower feature map and
to detect small pedestrians. The anchor sizes were determined
based on the clustering results of the B-SDA dataset. In the
training process of YOLOv4, the customized YOLOv4 started
with the backbone pre-trained on the Imagenet dataset [44].
Next, it was trained with (a) VisDrone2019 dataset [43] in
832×832 resolution for 6,000 epochs, followed by (b) B-SDA
dataset for another 6,000 epochs. We used a batch size of 64
and the learning rate of 10−3 with a weight decay of 5×10−4 .
For tracking, we use the SORT algorithm [20] for real-time
processing without sacrificing much in accuracy. In the group
validation algorithm, we use Dcos , DM ag and D(v1, v2) to
check the velocity similarity. Parameters γ and λ are set to
0.1 and 1 respectively. The threshold for velocity similarity
is set to 0.21. For similarity measurement for trajectories, we
use (2) and fstab . The social distance threshold for (2) is
equal to 35. The trajectory stability threshold for fstab is set

CC

✓
✓

If the velocity similarity between two objects lies within
a threshold, the objects are evaluated by the trajectory comparison. If all comparisons pass the test, the two objects are
declared to belong to the same group, and removed from the
social distancing violation list L(t) . After these modifications,
the list can be used to provide an index to collect the statistics.

F1
0.66
0.92
0.88

✓
✓

AP
44.9
55.1
58.0
63.0

mIoU
71.7
69.8
68.75
68.77

Precision
74.2
70.9
84.1
73.3

Recall
49.9
62.9
62.8
73.0

to 0.25. The computational setup comprises of the operating
system Ubuntu 18.04 running on a cluster of 8 vCPUs, 30GB
RAM, and one Tesla P100 GPU.
C. Verification of the Group Validation Algorithm
We evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm for validation
of pedestrian groups. We annotate groups of pedestrians with
bounding boxes that cover all pedestrians within a same
group, for 10, 000 video frames. In each group bounding box,
pedestrians who are within the social distancing threshold (35
pixels) are the true positives in the group validation evaluation.
We use precision, recall and F1 score for the evaluation.
Table III shows that our algorithm can capture accurate
grouping information, and filter out violation pairs in the
same group (Traj. Comp. denotes Trajectory Compare and Vel.
Comp. denotes Velocity Compare). We observe that Trajectory
Comparison brings significant improvement to the Recall and
to the F1 score, whereas Velocity Comparison is harmful to the
performance. We postulate that velocity estimation introduces
large amount of noise even when equipped with the exponentially weighted average. Therefore, we remove the function
Velocity Estimation, and use only the function Trajectory
Comparison for further analysis of social distancing.
V. R ESULTS
A. Detection and Tracking for Bird’s-Eye View Videos
Precise object detection and tracking are essential to our
social distancing system. Table IV shows how data preprocessing methods affect our customized YOLOv4 model.
We select Weighted-Mask Background Subtraction (WMBS)
and Center Cropping (CC). For safety-critical traffic surveillance, recall is more important than precision. The MOT
accuracy is evaluated by the CLEAR metrics [45], where
MOTA is the key evaluation score. The tracking performance
is evaluated on the B-SDA test dataset. The detection is
generated by YOLOv4 with WMBS and Center Cropping.
For the YOLOv4-SORT pipeline, we obtain MOTA = 47.65%,
MOTP = 71.4%, MT = 60.9%, and ML = 5.8%. The pipeline
provides accurate object locations and identity and the group
validation provides reliable social distancing analysis.

Fig. 3. Distribution of duration of social distancing violations.

Fig. 4. Distribution of the angle between moving directions of two pedestrians
in a violation pair.

B. Social Distancing Analysis
We collected the statistical information about the time
duration of violations for all social distancing violators in
458 videos recorded during the COVID-19 pandemic (and
before vaccines became widely available) in New York City.
For comparison, we also performed the analysis on another
B-SDA video dataset which was collected between June and
July 2019 (prior to the pandemic). To simplify the evaluation and visualization of the statistics, we note that walking
pedestrians may not be able to maintain the social distance
of exactly 6 feet when crossing a street, which will cause
violations that are less than one second in duration. These short
violations would count pedestrians who behave properly as
social distancing violators. Therefore, in the following analysis
and figures we omit all violations which are shorter than
1 second. The estimation of pedestrian density (number of
pedestrians) relies on the number of trajectories. ID switches
caused by imperfect tracking enlarge the estimated number of
pedestrians. To better estimate the pedestrian density, the true
average trajectory length can be used as the reference. From
the annotated video recorded during the pandemic, the real
world average pedestrian trajectory length is 19.11 seconds.
In the 458 recordings, the average pedestrian trajectory length
extracted from tracking inference is 5.63 seconds. This difference reflects the fact that the ID switches enlarge the perceived
number of pedestrians. To alleviate this effect, we calculate
ATGT
ED = T C · AT
to estimate the actual pedestrian density,
Infer
where T C is the total number of trajectories, ATGT is the
average trajectory length from the ground truth, and ATInf er
is the average trajectory length obtained from inference results.
Fig. 3 shows the histogram of the duration of violations,
where 75 percent of violations are shorter than 4 seconds.
Fig. 4 shows the probability distribution of the angle between moving directions of two pedestrians in a violation
pair before and during the pandemic, estimated by KDE with
Gaussian kernel. We define that a face-to-face violation occurs

Fig. 5. Number of pedestrians who violate social distancing at different times
of day.

when the difference in velocity direction is larger than 150
degrees. Before the pandemic, 42.3% of violations are faceto-face. During the pandemic, the distribution clearly indicates
that pedestrians are aware of higher chances of getting infected
when violating social distancing, and are thus more cautious
when walking towards each other, which decreases the percentage of face-to-face violations from 42.3% to 20.7%.
We use a histogram to visualize the statistics of average
per minute violations, at different times of day, in Fig. 5.
Considering that people are more likely to come into contact
with each other when crowd density is high, it makes sense that
the average number of violations is higher during the day time.
We also compare the proportion of social distancing violations
between 2020-1 (during the pandemic) and 2019 (before the
pandemic). If we evaluated 2019 data using 2020-1 (pandemic)
social distancing rules, 31.4% of people would be judged as
rule violators. Using the same criteria, only 15.6% of people
are considered as rule violators during the 2020-1 period.
During the pandemic people are aware of social distancing
rules, and they deliberately keep distance from each other.
Additionally, lockdown requirements reduced the density of
pedestrians on the streets, which provided more space for
pedestrians to deliberately perform social distancing.
C. The Speed of Inference
We record the inference speed of individual model components. Note that FP16 TensorRT implementation (30.9 FPS) of
YOLOv4 is three times faster than FP32 implementation (11.1
FPS), without observable loss in object detection accuracy.
SORT algorithm (553 FPS) and social distancing analysis (878
FPS) are almost negligible compared to YOLOv4. The overall
system achieved 28.3 FPS (FP16) and 10.7 (FP32).
VI. C ONCLUSION
We developed B-SDA, a privacy-preserving system for
measurement and analysis of social distancing behavior in
traffic intersections based on bird’s-eye view video recordings,
which incorporates a group validation technique to eliminate
false positives in detecting social distancing violations. We
collected, conditioned and annotated a dataset of several
hundred videos of an intersection in New York City before
and during the COVID-19 pandemic (a demonstration of the
results was conducted in [46]) The analyzed results were
presented as probability functions which capture the type and
density of social distancing violations at different times of day
and under a variety of conditions. The obtained quantitative

results correlate well with anticipated and visually observed
pedestrian behavior, most dramatically represented by the fact
that social distancing violations are estimated to be much less
frequent during the pandemic (15.6%) when compared to prepandemic (31.4%). The proposed technique can be used as an
epidemiological tool for managing respiratory pandemics.
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